Luther College Class of 1982

$82,000.82

35th Reunion Challenge!!

Make a gift or pledge of ANY amount to the Annual Fund and/or Class of 1982 Scholarship and INSTANTLY your gift will be MATCHED! (Up to $82,000.82!)

Make a one-time GIFT
(Your gift total is matched!)

Mark ‘82 makes a one-time gift of $82.82
He instantly activates an $82.82 MATCH!
Total impact is $165.64

Supersize your impact: Make a PLEDGE!
(Your entire pledge total is matched!)

Jill ‘82 pledges $82.82/year for five years
She instantly activates a $414.10 MATCH!
Total impact is $828.20

Don’t wait! This awesome opportunity won’t last!
Return the enclosed pledge card or give online at givenow.luther.edu and type “1982 Challenge” in comments

Sponsored by Doug Kintzinger ‘82, David “Chip” Norris ‘82, Marsha (Weckwerth) Olch ‘82, and Bruce ‘82 and Kari (Nottleson) Shatzer ‘82